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CUSTOMER DAILY WEEKLY MONTHLY QUARTERLY ANNUALLY
reports	on Operational	subjects Operational	subjects Strategic	subjects Strategic	subjects Strategic	subjects
-	transport	orders -	weekly	transport	order	plans -	strategic	decisions -	strategic	decisions -	strategic	decisions
gets	reports	about Operational	subjects Operational	subjects Strategic	subjects Strategic	subjects
-	status	of	the	transport	orders -	KPI	follow-up	and	development -	KPI	follow-up	and	development -	KPI	follow-up	and	development
-	status	of	the	fleet
FINLAND DAILY WEEKLY MONTHLY QUARTERLY ANNUALLY
reports	on Operational	subjects Operational	subjects Strategic	subjects Strategic	subjects Strategic	subjects
-	transport	orders	to	drivers -	management's	weekly	meetings -	hiring	and	HR -	managements'	quarterly	meetings	(3	month	intervals) -	performance	appraisal
-	status	of	the	transport	orders	to	customer -	past,	future	and	developed	subjects -	strategic	decisions -	strategic	ja	operational	aims	&	decisions -	KPI	follow-up	and	development





gets	reports	about Operational	subjects Operational	subjects Strategic	subjects Strategic	subjects Strategic	subjects
-	status	of	the	transport	orders -	follow-up	and	evaluation	of	drivers'	KPIs	(2	wk	intervals) -	strategic	decisions -	strategic	decisions -	strategic	decisions
IMMEDIATE	action	needed -	trucks'	service	and	maintenance	schedules -	hiring	and	HR -	results	of	the	management's	quarterly	meetings
-	truck	doesn't	move Operational	subjects -	results	of	the	job	satisfaction	survey
-	trailer	or	freight	has	problems -	development	of	drivers'	KPIs
HUNGARY DAILY WEEKLY MONTHLY QUARTERLY ANNUALLY
reports	on Operational	subjects Operational	subjects Strategic	subjects Strategic	subjects






gets	reports	about Operational	subjects Operational	subjects Strategic	subjects Strategic	subjects
-	service	advices -	anonymous	feedback	(from	suggestion	box) -	hiring	and	HR -	results	of	the	management's	quarterly	meetings
-	results	of	the	job	satisfaction	survey
GERMANY DAILY WEEKLY MONTHLY QUARTERLY ANNUALLY
reports	on Operational	subjects Operational	subjects Operational	subjects
-	work	shifts -	trucks'	service	and	maintenance	schedules -	fleet	management	(condition	&	equipments)
-	process	anonymous	feedback	(suggestion	box)
gets	reports	about Operational	subjects Operational	subjects Operational	subjects Strategic	subjects
NO	IMMEDIATE	action	needed -	anonymous	feedback	(suggestion	box) -	fleet	management	(condition	&	equipments) -	results	of	the	management's	quarterly	meetings
-	truck	needs	service	or	repair -	results	of	the	job	satisfaction	survey
-	the	current	job	can	be	still	finished
OPERATIVE	LEVEL DAILY WEEKLY MONTHLY QUARTERLY ANNUALLY
reports	on Operational	subjects Operational	subjects Operational	subjects
-	freight	&	transport	statuses -	follow-up	and	evaluation	of	drivers'	KPIs	(2	wk	intervals) -	fleet	management	(condition	&	equipments)
-	service	advices -	anonymous	feedback	(suggestion	box)
gets	reports	about Operational	subjects Operational	subjects Strategic	subjects Strategic	subjects Strategic	subjects
-	work	shifts -	actions	done	on	the	grounds	of	the	anonymous	feedback -	hiring	and	HR -	results	of	the	job	satisfaction	survey -	performance	appraisal
-	transport	orders -	development	of	drivers'	KPIs
Operational	subjects
-	fleet	management	(condition	&	equipments)
GENERAL	REPORTING	GUIDELINE
